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ABSTRACT 
“Occasional” sexuality occurs when a species combines clonal reproduction and genetic mixing. This 

strategy is predicted to combine the advantages of both asexuality and sexuality, but its actual consequences 
on the genetic diversity and species longevity are poorly understood. Androgenesis, a reproductive mode 

in which the offspring inherits its entire nuclear genome from the father, is often reported as a strictly clonal 

reproductive mode. Androgenesis is the predominant reproductive mode within the hermaphroditic, 
invasive lineages of the mollusk genus Corbicula. Their ability to reproduce clonally through androgenesis 

has been determinant in their invasive success, having colonized during the 20th century American and 

European freshwater systems, where they became notorious invaders with a widespread, global 
distribution. However, in androgenetic Corbicula clams, occasional genetic mixing between distinct 

lineages has also been observed when the sperm of one lineage fertilizes the oocyte of another one. Because 

of these occasional introgressions, the genetic relationships between Corbicula species remained unclear, 
and the biogeographic origins of the invasive androgenetic lineages have been challenging to identify. To 

address these issues, we analyzed the patterns of allele sharing for several nuclear and mitochondrial 

molecular markers among Corbicula individuals collected across both the native and invasive range. Our 
results show the occurrence of an allelic pool encompassing all Corbicula freshwater species worldwide, 

including sexual and androgenetic ones, which highlights the substantial genetic mixing within this genus. 

However, the differences in allele sharing patterns between invasive lineages, and the low diversity within 
each lineage, suggest recent, distinct biogeographic origins of invasive Corbicula androgenetic lineages. 

Finally, the polyploidy, high heterozygosity, and hybrid phenotypes and genotypes found in our study 

probably originated from hybridization events following egg parasitism between distinct Corbicula 
lineages. This extensive cross-lineage mixing found in Corbicula may generate nuclear diversity in an 

otherwise asexually reproducing species. 
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PEER COMMUNITY IN EVOLUTIONARY BIOLOGY 2 

Introduction 

Sexual reproduction with meiotic recombination is the most widespread reproductive mode 

among eukaryotes (Dimijian 2005; Barton 2009; Hartfield & Keightley 2012). Sex, through genetic 

reshuffling, is predicted to promote new allele combinations and to reduce genetic associations of linked 

loci, increasing the efficiency of selection and the purging of deleterious mutations (Lenormand et al., 

2016; Bast et al. 2018). However, sex has many costs, including the two-fold cost of males (i.e., the 

reduced fecundity when half of the individuals does not produce offspring), the cost of meiosis (i.e., the 

reduced genetic contribution to the offspring), the cost of recombination (i.e., the possible loss of 

favorable associations between alleles), and the cost of mate searching and mating (Hartfield & 

Keightley 2012; Lehtonen et al. 2012; Liegeois et al. 2020). The prevalence of sex in eukaryotes is 

therefore considered a major paradox in evolutionary biology. 

 Besides sexual reproduction sensu stricto, including meiosis and syngamy, a diversity of 

asexual reproductive mechanisms exists in which oocytes appear to be produced through a modified 

meiosis or mitotically (Lenormand et al., 2016). In some organisms, asexual and sexual reproductions 

can alternate, referred to as occasional sexuality (or cyclical parthenogenesis in animals). In addition, 

there are several reproductive modes in which meiosis and fertilization still take place, but only the 

unreduced paternal or maternal genome is transmitted to the next generation. One such quasi-sexual 

reproductive mode is androgenesis, in which the offspring, after fertilization, inherits only the entire 

paternal nuclear genome (McKone & Halpern 2003, Schwander & Oldroyd, 2016). The maternal 

nuclear chromosomes are either discarded from the egg, or oocytes are non-nucleated prior to 

fertilization (reviewed in Schwander & Oldroyd, 2016). When androgenetic males or hermaphrodites 

use the eggs of other individuals to clone themselves, this reproductive mode is considered sexual 

parasitism or “egg parasitism” (Hedtke et al. 2008; Komaru et al. 2013, reviewed in Lehtonen et al. 

2013), because one individual uses the female gamete of another individual to transmit his entire nuclear 

genome to the next generation, while the female host does not contribute with its nuclear genome. The 

processes that generate and maintain such a peculiar reproductive mode remain elusive. Moreover, 

androgenesis appears rare in nature or remains undetected, but is more prevalent in hermaphroditic 

species (McKone & Halpern 2003, Schwander & Oldroyd 2016). It has been observed as a main 

reproductive mode in only a few species, such as the conifer Cupressus dupreziana (Pichot et al. 2001), 

the ant Wasmannia auropunctata (Rey et al. 2013), and some stick-insect hybrid species (e.g., Bacillus 

rossius-grandii, Mantovani & Scali 2001, Pijnackeria hispanica, Milani et al. 2020). However, 

androgenesis is widespread in the clam genus Corbicula, with several species reproducing through 

obligate androgenesis (for a review on androgenetic species, see Schwander & Oldroyd, 2016). 

The genus Corbicula is therefore one of the most suitable system to better understand the origin 

and maintenance of androgenesis and to study the genetic consequences of asexual reproduction while 

maintaining the sexual characteristics of meiosis and fertilization. Indeed, androgenesis can be 

considered as sexual from a functional and ecological perspective (eggs and sperm are required and 

fertilization does occur, albeit without karyogamy) but asexual from a genetic point of view (Pigneur 

et al. 2012). Moreover, within the clam genus Corbicula, besides hermaphroditic androgenetic species, 

dioecious sexual species are found, and it is the only metazoan clade known in which the hermaphroditic 

species reproduce through obligate androgenesis for which the underlying cytological mechanism is 

well described (Komaru et al. 2000; Ishibashi et al. 2002, 2003; Ishibashi & Komaru, 2006; Hotta & 

Komaru, 2018). Androgenetic Corbicula clams produce offspring after fertilization of a congeneric 

oocyte by a biflagellate, unreduced sperm. The oocyte continues meiosis, but the meiotic axis is parallel 

to the egg surface, while it is perpendicular to the cortex in the case of a canonical meiosis (Komaru et 

al. 2000, Figure 1). As a result, having both asters associated to the egg surface in androgenetic 

Corbicula, all the maternal nuclear chromosomes in meiosis I are discarded from the egg as two polar 

bodies, instead of one polar body in canonical meiosis (Komaru et al. 2000; Hotta & Komaru, 2018; 

Figure 1). The zygote, therefore, inherits the mitochondria from the oocyte and the nuclear genome 

from the sperm (reviewed in Pigneur et al., 2012). The unreduced, biflagellate sperm of androgenetic 

Corbicula is a presumed hallmark of their androgenesis, plausibly formed through an ameiotic process 

or modified meiosis in which ploidy reduction is absent (the details remain unknown). Besides the 
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hermaphroditic androgenetic species, the sexual Corbicula species appear to be diploid, producing 

reduced, uniflagellate sperm (Glaubrecht et al., 2006; Obata et al. 2006). 

 

 

Figure 1: Possible outcomes of nuclear DNA through meiosis in Corbicula genus. Although this is variable in metazoans (Sagata 1996), 

fertilization occurs during meiosis I in Corbicula (Obata et al. 2006, Komaru et al. 2006). In all cases, the mitochondrial DNA is inherited 

maternally. A. In sexual species, a two-step meiosis leads to the production of a reduced haploid egg. Its fertilization by uniflagellate reduced 

sperm gives diploid progeny from both maternal (light blue) and paternal (dark blue) nuclear DNA (Obata et al. 2006). B. In androgenetic 

lineages, all the maternal nuclear DNA is usually extruded within polar bodies during meiosis I (meiotic axis parallel to the adjacent cortex, 

see Komaru et al. 1998), and the sperm is biflagellate and unreduced. The progeny is thus diploid from paternal nuclear DNA only. If this 

occurs between two distinct lineages (here represented in blue and red), this leads to a mitochondrial mismatch. C. In androgenetic lineages, 

the maternal DNA exclusion can also be incomplete, producing a triploid progeny with both maternal and paternal nuclear DNA (Komaru et 

al. 2006). If occurring between distinct lineages (blue and red), this leads to hybridization. For clarity, only two chromosome sets are 

represented (different size and edge thickness) and the gamete sizes are not to scale. 

In Corbicula, androgenetically produced offspring are formed through self-fertilization or 

outcrossing (Kraemer et al., 1986). When outcrossing occurs between distinct species, the nuclear 

genome of one species becomes associated with the mitochondria of another one, resulting in 

cytonuclear mismatches (Figure 1b) (Hedtke & Hillis 2011) and increased diversity of mitochondrial 

sequences within a species (Lee et al., 2005; Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2012). Moreover, in 

some cases, maternal nuclear chromosomes may be partially retained and both maternal and paternal 

nuclear chromosomes are inherited by the offspring, eventually resulting in an increased ploidy (see 

Komaru et al., 1997; Park et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2001). Such nuclear capture or hybridization events, 

if they occur among different Corbicula species, could in addition be a cause of genetic divergence 

between androgenetic species (Pigneur et al. 2014), generating nuclear diversity in otherwise asexually 

reproducing species (Figure 1c) (Hedtke et al., 2011). This process has been recorded in Corbicula 

(Komaru et al., 2006) and was reported as “rare” (Hedtke et al. 2011), although its frequency has never 

been thoroughly quantified. In addition, because these introgression events appear to occur between 

distinct Corbicula species, hybrid genotypes might be the cause of observed intermediate phenotypes 

(Pfenninger et al. 2002; Pigneur et al. 2014) and polyphyletic gene trees that fail to resolve taxonomy 

in the genus Corbicula. The taxonomy of invasive Corbicula species is particularly contentious because 

it has been only based on morphology and mitochondrial COI barcodes with several species’ names 

being given including C. fluminea, C. fluminalis, C. largillierti, C. fluviatilis, and C. leana, while 

lacking the nuclear genotype information (e.g., Coughlan et al. 2019; Crespo et al. 2015; Gomes et al. 

2020; López-Soriano et al. 2018; Minchin 2014; Patrick et al. 2017; Reyna et al. 2018; Voroshilova et 

al. 2021). Some of these species’ names are likely to be synonymous and therefore using this species-

based nomenclature can confuse lineage identification between studies.  

 Corbicula clams originated from Africa, Asia, Australia, and the Middle East (Araujo et al. 

1993). In some of these locations, both sexual and androgenetic species co-occur but the reproductive 
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mode of many native lineages remains unknown. The well-described sexual dioecious species have 

very restricted geographic distribution: Corbicula sandai is endemic to Lake Biwa in Japan, Corbicula 

japonica is restricted to East Asian brackish water, and a few sexual Corbicula species are from 

Indonesia (Glaubrecht et al. 2006; Yamada et al., 2014, Bespalaya et al. 2020). These species were 

described as sexual based on sperm morphology (Konishi et al. 1998, Hedtke et al. 2011, Pigneur et al. 

2014). The androgenetic Corbicula species have a more widespread distribution across Asia. While the 

sexual species C. sandai and C. japonica have been identified as distinct species based on reproductive, 

morphological and genetic parameters (Pigneur et al. 2014), the species delimitation of native 

androgenetic Corbicula is also uncertain. For example, Komaru et al. (2012) showed a sister 

relationship between native, androgenetic C. leana and sexual C. sandai in Lake Biwa (Japan), but in a 

separate study C. leana clustered instead with androgenetic C. fluminea (Komaru et al. 2013). We 

therefore refer in our previous studies and here to androgenetic Corbicula lineages or forms instead of 

species (as in Pigneur et al. 2014). 

All of the invasive Corbicula lineages found in Europe, North America, and South America 

appear to be exclusively androgenetic (Lee et al., 2005; Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2014; Gomes 

et al., 2016). Based on the COI barcode and confirmed by nuclear microsatellite data (Pigneur et al. 

2014), four distinct androgenetic and invasive Corbicula lineages have been described: form A/R being 

widespread and cosmopolitan in America and Europe (COI haplotype FW5, Table S1), form B only 

known from America (COI haplotype FW1, Table S1), form C/S found in America and Europe (COI 

haplotype FW17, Table S1), and form Rlc only described in Europe (COI haplotype FW4, Table S1) 

(Siripattrawan et al. 2000; Pfenninger et al. 2002, Lee et al. 2005; Hedtke et al. 2008; Marescaux et al. 

2010, Pigneur et al. 2014). Peñarrubia et al. (2017) considered Rlc and B as one form, because their 

COI haplotypes differ by only one mutation, but the nuclear data showed significant differences 

between forms Rlc and B (Pigneur et al. 2014). More recently, a new invasive form D was described in 

America based on mitochondrial and nuclear genetic data (Tiemann et al. 2017; Haponski and Foighil 

2019). Within all these invasive forms virtually no genetic diversity was found over their entire invasive 

range at the nuclear and mitochondrial markers studied (Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2014; Gomes 

et al., 2016; Haponski & Foighil, 2019). When distinct invasive forms were found in sympatry, 

cytonuclear mismatches and hybrids (resulting from maternal genome retention) have been detected 

(Lee et al., 2005; Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2014; Peñarrubia et al., 2017; Tiemann et al., 2017; 

Bespalaya et al., 2018; Haponski & Foighil, 2019; Sano et al. 2020). For example, out of twelve 

sampled locations in Europe where form A/R occurs in sympatry with another invasive form (C/S or 

Rlc), cytonuclear mismatches were detected at 8 locations and hybrids at 2 locations (Pigneur et al. 

2014; Etoundi, pers. obs.). However, a more thorough quantification would be required. 

The low diversity and the invasion by only a few Corbicula lineages in America and Europe 

are probably the consequence of a recent introduction by only few hermaphroditic individuals ( 920’s 

in  merica and  980’s in Europe; Mouthon, 1981, McMahon, 1892, Pigneur et al., 2014; Gomes et al., 

2016; Bespalaya et al., 2018) and their ability to reproduce through androgenesis and to self-fertilize 

(Kraemer et al., 1986). This indeed facilitates their rapid spread because only one hermaphroditic 

individual is required to establish a new population. In addition, since the descendants are derived only 

from the unreduced sperm, there is no genetic mixing (except if different lineages occur in sympatry), 

no loss of heterozygosity with time (except if recombination takes place), and no inbreeding depression 

in the invasive populations (Schwander & Oldroyd, 2016). In contrast, androgenetic Corbicula from 

the native range have been characterized by high genetic diversity comparable to that of sexual 

Corbicula lineages (Pigneur et al., 2014). This high native diversity could be the consequence of genetic 

captures by co-occurring androgenetic lineages or multiple transitions to asexuality from sexually 

reproducing populations (e.g. in ostracods, Bode et al., 2010; in Timema stick insect, Schwander & 

Crespi, 2009; van der Kooi & Schwander, 2014), or both. 

The non-monophyly of androgenetic Corbicula lineages could be explained either by a single 

origin of androgenetic Corbicula lineages followed by independent nuclear capture events between 

sympatric lineages, or by multiple, independent origins from diverse sexual lineages followed by 

nuclear captures (Hedtke et al., 2011; Pigneur et al. 2011a, 2012, 2014; Gomes et al. 2016; Peñarrubia 

et al., 2017). Hedtke et al. (2011) proposed, based on phylogenetic reconstructions using nuclear 

markers, a common origin for most invasive androgenetic Corbicula lineages from a C. sandai ancestor 
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but with a possible second origin of androgenesis for the invasive form C/S because it grouped with 

Corbicula moltkiana from Indonesia across their phylogenies. However, in the COI phylogenies of 

Pigneur et al., form C/S clustered with C. australis (2011a) or with C. fluminalis africana (2014). These 

phylogenetic discordances due to nuclear and mitochondrial captures among Corbicula lineages have 

until now hampered the investigation of phylogenetic relationships between androgenetic and sexual 

Corbicula (see Hedtke & Hillis 2011; Hedtke et al. 2011; Pigneur et al., 2012, 2014).  

In the present work, multiple nuclear markers combined with the COI mitochondrial barcode 

were used to study the genetic relationships between Corbicula lineages from the native and invasive 

distributions, including different reproductive modes. Because phylogenetic approaches are not able to 

resolve lineage relatedness in Corbicula, we investigated how individuals and lineages cluster using an 

allele sharing-based approach to species delimitation that can delineate species regardless of their 

monophyly or lack thereof (haplowebs, Flot et al., 2010). This is the first time this method is applied to 

the genus Corbicula, providing novel insights into the origin of their invasive alleles. The specimens 

used in this study were obtained from the worldwide distribution of Corbicula, focusing our sampling 

efforts on regions where genetically diverse Corbicula species co-occur, including sexual and/or 

endemic species (C. sandai from Lake Biwa, estuarine C. japonica in Japan, and C. tobae from 

Indonesia). Populations where sexual and androgenetic Corbicula individuals are found together (such 

as in Lake Biwa and South-East Asia) are a critical source of information since sympatric populations 

that include sexuals are putative hotspots for the origin of new asexual lineages (Simon et al., 2003). 

The main aims of this study are to identify i) the origin of alleles found in invasive Corbicula 

lineages and ii) the genetic mixing that have occurred between distinct lineages, both from the native 

and invasive range. Owing to the reconstruction method of allele sharing, we predict that one genetic 

cluster of shared alleles, including a native population, would be observed if all invasive lineages had 

the same biogeographic origin, while distinct clusters including different invasive lineages would be 

detected in the case of multiple origins. Given the previously reported genetic relationship of C. sandai 

with androgenetic lineages, the exact nature of shared alleles between this sexual species and each 

invasive lineage should be identified. In addition, the occurrence of genetic captures between distinct 

Corbicula lineages (i.e. cytonuclear mismatches and hybridization events) blurs the delimitation of 

genetic clusters within Corbicula genus, unless it is rare. With the allele-sharing method, we will 

identify the magnitude of genetic exchange. Moreover, if introgressions are frequent but regionally 

restricted, a pool of shared alleles should be retrieved per geographic region. If this genetic mixing 

occurs worldwide, we expect to detect one large genetic cluster of shared alleles encompassing most 

sampled populations. 

Methods 

Specimen collection and reproductive mode characterization.  

A total of 359 Corbicula individuals from 44 distinct localities were considered in this study, 

collected across the geographic range of Corbicula, including both native and invasive areas (see Table 

S2). Mollusks were collected using a scoop net and preserved in 96% ethanol. The study was restricted 

to experimentation on bivalve mollusks, thus it did not require any ethical approval. 

For samples collected in Corbicula’s native range, the species identity was initially based on 

the mitochondrial haplotype or on published species taxonomic identification in the same region where 

the collection took place. Because taxonomic identification of native androgenetic Corbicula is often 

uncertain, we refer to some taxa as C. sp. (putative species name) (Table S2-S3). The reproductive 

mode was inferred from the sperm morphology when possible, from the literature available for the 

sampled population (lineage assignment and/or reproductive morphology) or, if these characteristics 

were indeterminate, classified as “undetermined”.  

Invasive Corbicula lineages encompass a wide geographic distribution both in Europe and 

America, and can be discriminated by eye on the basis of morphological characteristics. We refer to 

these invasive forms as previously described (A/R, B, Rlc, and C/S: Pigneur et al., 2014; note form D 

was not sampled in this study). Clams sampled from one invasive population (“Wa”, Netherlands) could 

not be identified as one of these forms because it displays an intermediate morphology. The 
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reproductive mode of invasive individuals was determined based on spermatozoa morphology (as 

described in Pigneur et al., 2014) under the assumption that androgenetic individuals produce 

biflagellate sperm while sexual clams produce uniflagellate sperm (Komaru & Konishi, 1999). Owing 

to the very little genetic diversity observed within invasive lineages in previous studies (Lee et al., 2005; 

Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2011a, 2014), we analyzed less than 10 individuals from each 

invasive form for further genetic analyses.  

Genetic data from previous studies were included only when the raw data (chromatograms) 

were available, allowing a thorough check of the final sequences used in our genetic study. 

 

Genetic analyses. 

DNA isolation, marker amplification, and sequencing.  

We extracted DNA either from the adductor muscles or the foot using the DNeasy Blood and 

Tissue Kit (QIAGEN GmbH, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s protocol. We sequenced 

four different markers: (1) a 651-bp fragment of the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase gene (COI); 

(2) a 413 to 415-bp fragment of the nuclear 28S gene (28S); (3) a 551 to 660-bp fragment containing 

the third intron of the nuclear α-amylase gene (amy), and (4) a 310 to 365-bp fragment of the 

hypervariable putative intron of the α subunit of the adenosine triphosphate synthase (ATPS). PCR 

reactions for the four markers were carried out in a mix comprising 1-4 µl DNA, 1X Taq buffer 

(Promega Corp., Madison, Wisconsin, USA), 0.2 mM nucleotides, 0.3-0.5 µM of each primer, and 0.1 

unit of GoTaq G2 polymerase (Promega) in a total volume of 25 µl. The PCR conditions and primers 

used for each marker are described in Supplemental Information 1. PCR products were purified and 

sequenced on an automated sequencer at Genoscreen (Lille, France) or Beckman Coulter Genomics 

( ishop’s  tortford,  nited Kingdom).  

As polyploidy has been recorded in Corbicula (Park et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2001) (Figure 1), 

the occurrence of more than two alleles in each individual is possible. Therefore, direct sequencing data 

were confirmed by cloning, using the NEB® PCR Cloning Kit with the Q5 High-Fidelity Taq 

Polymerase and following the manufacturer's protocol. Between two and four individuals were picked 

in each population, based on direct sequencing results, to confirm as many alleles as possible. Between 

20 and 30 clones per individual were selected randomly and purified using the QIAprep Spin Miniprep 

Kit (QIAGEN GmbH) in order to cover several times each represented allele. Sequences were obtained 

from purified plasmids using the Genewiz (Leipzig, Germany) Sanger sequencing service. A column 

was added to Table S2 for each marker and each individual to indicate the use of direct sequencing, 

cloning, or both. 

 

Sequence editing, alignment, and species delimitation methods. 

All sequences were first assembled and cleaned using Sequencher 4.1.4 (Gene Codes Corp., 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA). Alignments were made using MAFFT version 7 (Katoh et al. 2017) with 

the iterative refinement method E-INS-I and indels treated as a 5th character state in downstream 

analyses. Because mitochondrial and nuclear markers potentially have different inheritance patterns in 

Corbicula genus, and because the allele sharing-based approach used in this study cannot be applied to 

mitochondrial genes, two different clusterization methods were used: one based on the mitochondrial 

marker using the K/θ method and one based on the nuclear markers using the haploweb and 

conspecificity matrix approach. 

COI sequences were manually edited using BioEdit (Hall 1999) and Sequencher, then tested 

for cross-contamination using AutoConTAMPR (https://github.com/jnarayan81/autoConTAMPR). No 

contamination was detected among these tested haplotypes. A median-joining haplotype network 

(haplonet) was constructed using HaplowebMaker (Spöri et al. 2020) based on the COI sequence 

alignment, including in total 251 COI Corbicula sequences. The K/θ method is based on a comparison 

between intergroup and intragroup sequence diversity (Birky et al. 2010; Birky 2013; Birky & 

Maughan, 2021) as implemented in the online tool KoT (Spöri & Flot, 2021). This method defines a 

new species when the gap between two clades cannot be caused by genetic drift (based on a threshold) 

and was shown efficient on asexual or clonal organisms (e.g.: Schön et al., 2012) and using haploid 

markers (Birky, 2013). The distinct Corbicula clusters (i.e., putative species) defined by this KoT 
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method were color coded on the haplonet constructed for the COI gene and on the haplowebs 

constructed for each nuclear gene. 

For the three nuclear genes (28S, amy and ATPS), the allele validation based on both direct and 

cloning sequencing data was done manually in a case-by-case process (Supplemental Information 2) 

for the 359 individuals with the majority (more than 90%) being sequenced in both directions. Allele 

sharing based on the three nuclear markers was investigated using the haploweb approach (Doyle, 1995; 

Flot et al., 2010) (Figure S1). The online tool HaplowebMaker (Spöri et al., 2020) was used with default 

parameters to build for each nuclear marker a raw haploweb, which is a median-joining haplotype 

network (or haplonet, as produced for the mitochondrial, haploid COI marker) on which curves are 

added connecting nuclear haplotypes or alleles found co-occurring in heterozygous individuals. A group 

of alleles linked together by heterozygotes creates an exclusive allele pool (AP) (akin to species, Doyle, 

1995). The haplowebs were edited manually for visualization purpose. Allele-sharing patterns involving 

the four invasive forms A/R, C/S, B, and Rlc were manually numbered (using InkScape software, Bah 

2011), referring to non-exclusive invasive alleles (invasive alleles that are not specific to one given 

invasive form) according to the Tables S2 and S3. The allele-sharing information on the three nuclear 

markers provided by HaplowebMaker was used to build a “conspecificity matrix” (as in Debortoli et 

al., 2016) with the CoMa tool (Spöri et al., 2020) with no calculation on heterospecific pairs (option 1: 

i.e., no value was given to the absence of sharing). In this matrix, the conspecificity score for each pair 

of individuals is the number of markers for which these individuals belong to the same allelic pool 

(ranging from 0 to 3 for the three nuclear markers taken together). After computing the matrix, rows 

and columns were reordered to maximize the scores along the diagonal using the hierarchical clustering 

method implemented in the R package ‘‘heatmap3’’ (Zhao et al. 2014). Fields For Recombination 

(FFRs) appear as blocks along the diagonal with high conspecificity scores within blocks, and low 

scores among them, except in case of introgressions. These introgressions between FFRs were 

highlighted using a letter code. The final FFR definition was based on the dendrogram (Ward clustering) 

built by “heatmap3”, and each   R was given a different color code. This color code was used in each 

haploweb based on nuclear markers and on the haplonet constructed for the COI marker to highlight 

the FFRs defined by the conspecificity matrix using the three nuclear markers. The haplowebs provide 

details on the allele sharing patterns between FFRs for each marker individually. 

Alleles shared between Corbicula lineages were also summarized and visualized in a circular 

plot using the command-line version of Circos (Krzywinski et al., 2009). Fifteen distinct groups 

(namely idiotypes) were manually defined in the Circos plot to highlight the allele-sharing patterns for 

all four markers (COI, 28S, amy, and ATPS). More specifically, the four invasive forms (A/R, C/S, B, 

and Rlc) were considered as four distinct idiotypes, with the invasive Wa population considered 

separately as it could not be formally identified as one of these four invasive lineages. The brackish 

water sexual lineage C. japonica was also considered a separate group. Other native idiotypes were 

defined based on the sampled geographic localities (Lake Biwa in Japan including C. sandai, other sites 

in Japan, China, Hawaii, Madagascar, Indonesia, Vietnam, and South Africa). Due to the low number 

of individuals sampled, we combined the few individuals from Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, and the 

Philippines together in a last group (or idiotype) named “ outh-East  sia”. The occurrence of sexual 

and androgenetic lineages was represented by mono- and biflagellate spermatozoa, respectively, for 

each group when known. A color code was used to distinguish the invasive alleles, which fall into two 

groups: the exclusive invasive alleles, shared between a native lineage and only one invasive form, 

represented in red (form A/R), blue (form B), green (form Rlc), and orange (form C/S), and the non-

exclusive invasive alleles, each found in at least two different invasive forms and some native 

populations, represented in purple. This same color code has been applied in the Table S2. 

All alleles are summarized in Table S2, with unique names within and between the different 

markers: for each marker, the name of the allele starts with the name of the marker followed by the 

name of the individual it was retrieved from, with an additional letter (a, b, c, d) if this Corbicula 

individual is heterozygous. If the same allele is found within several individuals, the name used is 

arbitrarily based on one of those individuals. Alleles shared between distinct idiotypes, based on the 

Circos analysis, are in bold type, and the same color code is used for invasive alleles. These alleles 

shared between distinct invasive lineages were named IA (for Invasive Allele), are in purple and are 
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numbered (from 1 up to 3 according to the marker). These numbers are also used in the haplowebs 

(Figure 2a, b, and c) to highlight these alleles. 

All validated sequences of our study were deposited on the NCBI nucleotide database 

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/)(accession numbers listed in Table S1). 

 

Genetic diversity. 

Nucleotide diversity and haplotype diversity (π and Hd, respectively) were calculated on the 

entire dataset (including all alleles even in case of polyploidy) for each marker as the percentage of 

variable sites between 2 sequences (i.e., uncorrected pairwise distance) using DNAsp (Librado & Rozas 

2009). Gaps, however, were not considered, underestimating the diversity among nuclear alleles. 

Results 

Alleles were checked independently using two methods: direct sequencing and allele 

inferences, and sequencing of cloned amplicons. When the called alleles gave conflicting results 

between those inferred from direct sequencing and cloned sequences, a manual verification was 

performed by comparing chromatograms (see Supp. Info. 2). As a result, the majority of alleles obtained 

in the present work were confirmed by several independent analyses and were identified within multiple 

individual clams (see Supp. Info. 2). However, some markers were not successfully amplified in an 

individual, or could not be confirmed with confidence, and were therefore excluded. Consequently, 

many individuals lack information for one or several markers (see Table S2). For this reason, two 

distinct datasets are considered in this study: one with all available sequences for all markers, including 

a total of 359 individuals but with only 251, 266, 237, and 248 individuals for COI, 28S, alpha-amylase, 

and ATPS markers respectively (Table S2); and a second dataset with only 141 individuals for which 

all four markers could be amplified and confidently validated (Table S3). These two datasets are 

referred to as completed and filtered datasets, respectively. 

 

High heterozygosity and haplotype diversity in Corbicula 

All markers studied had a relatively high haplotype diversity (Hd) but a low nucleotide diversity 

(π), indicating the presence of many low-frequency, genetically similar alleles in Corbicula (Table 1). 

This was also true for the mitochondrial COI marker: 251 sequences revealed 44 distinct haplotypes 

with 110 polymorphic sites. Moreover, for all three nuclear markers, most Corbicula individuals were 

heterozygous: for 28S, 84% (224/266) were heterozygous, for amy, 85% (201/237), while for ATPS, 

only 60% (148/248) were heterozygous (Table S2). 

For the three nuclear markers studied, amy was the most diverse, with 74 alleles retrieved with 

147 polymorphic sites in 237 individuals. For ATPS, 40 alleles were recovered with 118 polymorphic 

sites in 248 individuals. 28S was the least diverse nuclear marker of this study, with only 43 

polymorphic sites giving 56 alleles in 266 sequenced individuals (complete dataset, Table S2). 

 

 COI 28S amy ATPS 

Haplotype diversity (Hd) 0.906 ± 0.011 0.947 ± 0.003 0.933 ± 0.005 0.928 ± 0.003 

Nucleotide diversity (π) 0.0296 ± 0.0021 0.0145 ± 0.0003 0.0405 ± 0.0032 0.0774 ± 0.0060 

 

Table 1: Genetic diversity indices: haplotype diversity (Hd) and nucleotide diversity (π) for all Corbicula samples based on COI, 28S, 

alpha-amylase, and ATPS. 

 

Only four genetic clusters retrieved within the genus Corbicula using nuclear markers with two 

distinct biogeographic origins of the invasive lineages 

Haplowebs for the three nuclear markers (using heterozygosity to link alleles, see Fig. S1) and 

a haplonet for the mitochondrial COI marker were produced for the filtered dataset (Fig. 2) as well as 

for the complete dataset (Fig. S2). Each resulting graph is presented with two color codes based on the 

distinct clusterization methods: (1) using the colors from the putative COI species suggested by KoT 
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and (2) using the colors from the consensus species delimitation obtained from the nuclear markers 

using CoMa. 

As the conspecificity matrix analysis gave consistent results between the filtered and complete 

datasets, only the matrix built from the filtered dataset (n = 141) is presented (Fig. 3) for clarity. Based 

on the CoMa clustering analysis using only the nuclear markers, a total of four genetic clusters (or 

FFRs) were delimited in the genus Corbicula (including individuals from 17 distinct populations or 

invasive lineages, see Table S3), suggesting a substantial allele sharing between putative species. 

The first genetic cluster delineated by the analysis, FFR1, contained the androgenetic Corbicula 

lineages from Vietnam, and was well supported by the dendrogram (Figure 3). In the haplowebs, this 

cluster is clearly separated for all three nuclear markers (Fig. 2 and S2, dark pink clusters). 

For all three nuclear markers, the brackish water, sexual species C. japonica clustered 

separately from other clams in both the conspecificity matrix and haplowebs, with no sharing pattern 

with any other cluster, and is defined as FFR2 based on the dendrogram (Fig.2, 3 and S2, grey clusters). 

FFR3 contains C. fluminalis africana from South Africa and the invasive C. sp. form C/S. These 

two lineages formed a unique block in the conspecificity matrix, but are independent lineages based on 

the dendrogram (Figure 3). In the haplowebs, C. fluminalis africana and form C/S clustered together 

for the genes amy and ATPS, but not for 28S, with the 28S alleles of these two lineages differing only 

by 1 to 3 SNPs (Fig. 2a and S2a, orange cluster). 

FFR4 was the largest FFR in all haploweb analyses and the conspecificity matrix. In the 

complete dataset, it included the sexual lineage C. sandai from Lake Biwa as well as androgenetic 

individuals across the entire geographic distribution of the genus Corbicula, notably China (28S, 

ATPS), Taiwan (amy), Korea (ATPS), Japan (28S, amy, ATPS) including Lake Biwa (amy, ATPS), 

Hawaii (28S, ATPS), the Philippines (ATPS), Thailand (ATPS), Madagascar (28S), and at least three 

out of the four studied invasive forms from Europe and America (forms A/R, B, and Rlc; Fig. 2 and S2, 

blue clusters). These species and lineages clustered together in the conspecificity matrix and therefore 

formed a fourth distinct group, FFR4, based on the dendrogram (Figure 3). In the filtered dataset, it 

included the three invasive forms and five populations from Japan (Fig. 2, Table S3). 

Three of the four FFRs identified in the CoMa analysis were also supported by mitochondrial 

data. In both the filtered (Fig. 2d) and complete (Fig. S2d) datasets, FFR1, 2, and 3 corresponded to 

well-clustered sets of COI haplotypes, with a maximum of 4, 6, and 9 SNPs between two haplotypes, 

respectively, in the complete dataset. However, the FFR4 included highly variable COI haplotypes, 

with up to 43 SNPs (complete dataset) between two haplotypes from this FFR. The clusterization based 

on KoT analyses of the COI dataset was represented on both the corresponding mitochondrial haplonet 

and the nuclear haplowebs (Fig. 2 and S2). For FFR1 and FFR2, the delimitations made by the KoT 

analyses on the COI dataset (Table S4 and S5) are consistent with the ones from CoMa: all individuals 

from Vietnamese populations were in a distinct cluster (corresponding to FFR1), and all C. japonica 

individuals were another distinct cluster (corresponding to FFR2). FFR3 was however split into two 

genetic clusters (orange and brown on Fig. 2) based on COI, because the FW17 haplotype found in C. 

sp. form C/S differs by 7 to 9 SNPs from the sequences found in C. fluminalis africana. Finally, FFR4 

found by the CoMa analysis is divided into four distinct lineages based on the KoT analysis of COI on 

the filtered dataset (Table  5) and … lineages based on the complete dataset, with all three invasive 

lineages (C. sp. Form A/R, B and Rlc) having distinct COI sequences and placed in distinct groups. The 

form A/R clustered with populations from Japan only (CFG, CFY, KMT, LB). In the analysis based on 

the filtered dataset (Table S5), the form Rlc clustered alone, the form B clustered with native 

populations from Japan only (EHM, CFG), and the Japanese Cl population clustered alone, while in the 

complete dataset (Table S4), forms B, Rlc and Japanese populations (EHM, CFG, Cl, LB) clustered 

together. Additional clusters delimited in Table S5 were the populations from Madagascar, China, 

Indonesia, with C. sandai clustering alone as an independent lineage. 
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Figure 2a: 28S haploweb (n = 141). 
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Figure 2b: alpha-amylase haploweb (n=141). 
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Figure 2c: ATPS haploweb (n=141). 
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Figure 2d: COI haplonet (n=141). 

Figure 2: Haplotype webs (haplowebs, see Fig. S1) based on nuclear sequence alignments and haplotype network (haplonet) based on mitochondrial sequence data, all including only the 141 individuals for which 

all four markers are available. The circle size is proportional to the frequency of the represented alleles/haplotypes. The number of mutation steps inferred by the median-joining algorithm is displayed on the lines 

connecting the haplotypes. For each marker, [top] alleles on the graph are colored by their nuclear field for recombination (FFR) delimitation (Figure 3) and [bottom] alleles on the identical graph are colored by 

delimitation based on KoT analysis of the mitochondrial data (Table S5). For haplowebs, the curves connecting each pair of alleles co-occurring in heterozygous individuals are drawn (width proportional to the number 

of individuals in which the two alleles co-occur), and non-exclusive invasive alleles are numbered from 1 to maximum 3. The name and origin of each Corbicula lineage or allele follows the nomenclature of Table S3. 

a) 28S haploweb, b) alpha-amylase haploweb, c) ATPS haploweb, d) COI haplonet.
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In the end, we observed more genetic clusters within Corbicula defined by the COI marker than 

by the nuclear markers. The KoT analysis using the COI marker defined 11 and 8 putative species based 

on the complete (n=259, Table S4) and filtered (n=141, Table S5) datasets, respectively. Due to 

introgression events during androgenetic reproduction between different lineages, distinct COI 

haplotypes can be retrieved within a nuclear pool of shared alleles. The nuclear markers only delimited 

4 genetic clusters in the present study, two of them including only geographically restricted lineages, 

the two others encompassing lineages from the native and invasive range that were previously described 

as distinct species. This suggests: i) at least two biogeographic origins of invasive lineages, and ii) a 

substantial genetic mixing between distinct Corbicula lineages. 

 

Introgressions occurred between three out of the four FFRs of Corbicula 

Alleles shared between FFRs (as defined by the conspecificity matrix) can be identified and 

visualized using the haploweb of each nuclear marker. The sexual C. japonica, FFR2, does not share 

alleles with other clusters (Figures 2, 3 and 4). However, alleles are shared between the three other 

FFRs. 

First, shared alleles are observed between FFR1 and FFR3 for the amy marker (Fig. 2b, S2b 

and Fig. 4), because two Vietnamese individuals (FFR1: Vt03 and CR04) shared the amy-C1b allele 

with the invasive form C/S and with all individuals from South Africa (FFR3) (Table S2, S3). In the 

conspecificity matrix, this sharing pattern of one marker was observed and is indicated as zone a (Fig. 

3). 

Second, several sharing patterns were observed between FFR3 and FFR4. The invasive forms 

A/R and C/S shared an allele for two distinct markers, 28S (Fig. 2a and S2a) and ATPS (Fig. 2b and 

S2b). In the conspecificity matrix, a sharing pattern for the two markers was therefore highlighted (Fig. 

3, zone b). For the 28S marker, the shared allele between forms A/R and C/S is 28S-IA1 (Table S2, 

S3). As form A/R shared one or more of his 28S alleles (28S-IA1, 28S-IA2 and 28S-IA3) with all other 

populations from FFR4 (Table S3), a sharing pattern of one marker was observed between form C/S 

from FFR3 and all individuals from FFR4, with allele 28S-IA1 being the link (Fig. 3, zone c). For the 

ATPS marker, the shared allele between forms A/R and C/S is ATPS-IA1. Since form C/S shared its 

second ATPS allele (ATPS-C1a) with all sequenced individuals of C. fluminalis africana from FFR3, 

a sharing pattern of one marker was observed between form A/R from FFR4 and all C. fluminalis 

africana individuals from FFR3 (Fig. 3, zone d). 

These sharing patterns between FFRs can also be visualized using a Circos plot (Fig. 4), where 

the color code of the four FFRs have been applied to the circle arcs representing the groups (idiotypes). 

Notably, only a very small fraction (2 out of 60) of the individuals from Vietnam (FFR1) were implied 

in the sharing with FFR3 (including form C/S and C. fluminalis africana), which represented 2 out of 

the 262 alleles retrieved from this location (total number, Fig. 4). In FFR3, all individuals for which the 

amy marker was successfully sequenced had this shared allele with FFR1. The possible introgressions 

between FFR3 and FFR4 can also be characterized based on the Circos plot, implying only non-

exclusive invasive alleles (in purple, Fig. 4) which are never directly found in C. fluminalis africana. 
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Figure 3: Conspecificity matrix based on alleles shared between individuals across the three nuclear markers (28S, alpha-amylase, 

ATPS). In this matrix, the axes correspond to the individuals (n = 141) and the red signal corresponds to the number of times individuals were 

found within the same allelic pool (score from 0 to 3 for all tested markers). Based on the dendrogram (Ward clustering), four FFRs were 

defined. All individuals are represented using the same color scheme as used for haplowebs and the haplonet (see Figure 2). Signals of allele 

sharing between these FFRs, corresponding to introgression events, are framed with dotted lines and labelled with letters from a to d. Zone 

a corresponds to alleles shared between FFR1 and 3, while zones b, c, and d all correspond to sharing between FFR3 and 4. Individual names 

and geographic origins are detailed in Table S3. Dendrogram and sharing zones are only represented once for clarity. 

 

Substantial allele sharing occurred between distinct Corbicula lineages 

In addition to the previously described allele sharing with form C/S clustering in a distinct FFR, 

form A/R also shared alleles, for the three nuclear markers tested, with the two other invasive lineages, 

forms B and Rlc. In total, the four invasive forms A/R, B, C/S, and Rlc from Europe and America shared 

alleles with each other and with Corbicula individuals from 19 different locations in Asia and Africa 

(Table S2), including the sexual lineage C. sandai (Fig. 4, n = 359). Both exclusive and non-exclusive 

invasive alleles are shared. 

In Corbicula form A/R, few variations between tested individuals were found within each 

marker at the nuclear and mitochondrial level, but 7 alleles (out of 12 for all markers) were shared with 

other invasive forms (non-exclusive invasive alleles, bold purple in Table S2 and Fig. 4). Three other 

alleles (exclusive invasive alleles) are shared only with native populations (bold red in Table S2 and 

Fig. 4) and two other alleles are private (red in Table S2). The invasive Corbicula form A/R therefore 
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shared alleles with the three other invasive forms (C/S, B, and Rlc) and with freshwater lineages from 

all studied countries except Vietnam, Indonesia and South Africa (Fig. 4). 

Corbicula form B also showed low variability between tested individuals and included only 11 

distinct haplotypes (across all four markers). Among them, 3 are non-exclusive invasive alleles shared 

with form A/R or form Rlc (bold purple in Table S2 and Fig. 4), 7 alleles are shared with native 

populations only (bold blue in Table S2 and Fig. 4), and 1 is a private allele (blue in Table S2). Form 

B shared alleles with two invasive forms and all freshwater groups defined in this analysis, except 

populations from Waal (Netherlands), Madagascar, Vietnam, and South Africa. 

A total of 8 haplotypes (for all 4 markers) were retrieved in Corbicula form Rlc with almost no 

variability between tested individuals. Four non-exclusive invasive alleles (bold purple in Table S2 and 

Fig. 4, red for COI) and 4 exclusive invasive alleles (bold green in Table S2 and Fig. 4) were found, 

but no private alleles. Invasive form Rlc shared alleles with forms A/R and form B but not form C/S, 

as well as with all native freshwater groups defined in this analysis except the Vietnamese and South 

African populations. 

Within Corbicula form C/S, no variability was detected between tested individuals except for 

one individual from Argentina and one from the Netherlands (Table S2). A total of 12 haplotypes (for 

all 4 markers) were recorded in form C/S with 2 non-exclusive invasive alleles (bold purple in Table 

S2 and Fig. 4), 6 exclusive alleles shared with native populations (bold orange in Table S2 and Fig. 4), 

and 4 private sequences (orange in Table S2). This invasive form only shared alleles with form A/R 

and Waal (Netherlands) populations, but not with any other invasive lineage. It also shared alleles with 

individuals from Hawaii, China, and Japan, but never exclusive alleles, and it is the only invasive form 

which does not share any haplotypes with several Japanese populations (EHM, KMT, CFG), including 

Lake Biwa where sexual C. sandai is found. Form C/S is also the only invasive lineage sharing alleles 

with Vietnamese populations and extensively with C. fluminalis africana (i.e., these shared alleles are 

carried by all individuals from both C. fluminalis africana and form C/S). 

Finally, within the 2 Corbicula individuals collected from the Waal river in the Netherlands – 

whose invasive form could not be identified by morphology – a total of 9 alleles (for all 3 nuclear 

markers) were retrieved: 3 of them were non-exclusive invasive alleles (bold purple in Table S2 and 

Fig. 4), and 6 were exclusive to form C/S (bold orange in Table S2 and Fig. 4). Although this population 

shared alleles with forms A/R, Rlc, and with native populations, its genotype is most closely related to 

form C/S: 8 out of its 9 shared alleles were identical to those from form C/S. For this reason, it is 

represented in orange in Figure 4.  

In general, among the seven non-exclusive invasive alleles retrieved for the three markers (3 in 

28S, 3 in amy, 1 in ATPS), one (amy-IA3) was shared between form B and form Rlc while the six others 

were found in form A/R shared with the three other forms (form C/S with 28S-IA1 and ATPS-IA1; 

form B with amy-IA1 and amy-IA2; form Rlc with 28S-IA2 and 28S-IA3). Even the FW5 COI 

haplotype, reported as unique to the form A/R, was found within Db25, whose morphology and nuclear 

markers correspond to form Rlc. As a result, we found more non-exclusive haplotypes (70/89 if all 

individuals are considered) than exclusive ones within form A/R (Figure 4; Table S2). The proportion 

of non-exclusive alleles were lower for the other invasive lineages: 21/61 in form B, 12/31 in form Rlc, 

and 19/87 in form C/S. 

Corbicula fluminalis africana only shared exclusive invasive alleles (amy-C1b and ATPS-C1a) 

with form C/S and the Waal (Netherlands) population. One of them (amy-C1b) was also identified in 

two individuals (Vt03 and CR04) from Vietnam (Fig. 4, Table S2).  

All native freshwater Corbicula lineages – except Vietnamese populations and C. fluminalis 

africana, which were included in distinct FFRs – shared alleles with each other (Fig. 4). Interestingly, 

this allele sharing between native Corbicula lineages also includes invasive alleles, notably 28S-IA3 

which is responsible for the sharing observed between native populations from distinct countries such 

as Madagascar, China, and Japan, including C. sandai (Table S2). In addition, the populations from 

southeast Asia shared the amy-IA2 allele with Japan including Lake Biwa, and the ATPS-AA12c allele 

with Hawaii (Table S2). 
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Figure 4: Circos plot representing allele sharing among Corbicula (n = 359). Groups (namely idiotypes) are represented by circle arcs 

with a size determined by the total number of alleles found in each group. Their colors refer to the FFR delimitation from the haplowebs (Fig. 

2 and S2) and conspecificity matrix (Fig. 3) analyses. Linking lines between these groups represent shared alleles, with the thickness 

proportional to the number of occurrences of this allele in each population. The line color refers to alleles found in invasive lineages (Table 

S2), with exclusive alleles from C. sp. form A/R, B, C/S, and Rlc in red, blue, orange, and green, respectively, non-exclusive alleles in purple, 

and alleles restricted to the native range in grey. When it is known, the occurrence of sexual and androgenetic lineages is represented by 

mono- and biflagellate spermatozoa, respectively, for each group. For Hawaii, China, Madagascar, and South Africa idiotypes, the 

reproductive mode is unknown

0
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Discussion 

Substantial allele sharing but distinct biogeographic origins of Corbicula invasive alleles 

Species delimitation in Corbicula has been fraught with conflict, in part because shell 

morphology alone is not a suitable parameter to define species due to its phenotypic plasticity 

(Glaubrecht et al. 2007). Moreover, species delimitation using genetic markers and phylogenetic 

analyses has similarly been challenged by conflicting signals between nuclear and mitochondrial 

markers (see Hedtke et al. 2008, 2011; Pigneur et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2014). Corbicula taxonomy and 

the specific status of most freshwater lineages are therefore still debated and there is no consensus on 

how to name a particular Corbicula species. Even the nomenclature for the invasive androgenetic 

lineages used here (form A/R, form B, form Rlc, and form C/S; Siripattrawan et al. 2000; Lee et al. 

2005, Marescaux et al. 2010) could be challenged (e.g., form Rlc/B, Peñarrubia et al., 2017), and new 

forms are still described (form D, Tiemann et al. 2017; Haponski and Foighil 2019). 

The haploweb approach used here delineated groups of shared alleles on a worldwide sampling 

dataset of Corbicula clams and found a very limited number of genetic clusters (or “fields for 

recombination”, FFRs) within this genus, based on three nuclear markers tested (Fig. 2, 3, S2). We 

observed a single allelic pool encompassing most Corbicula freshwater lineages worldwide (Fig. 4). 

These results highlight the cross-species substantial genetic mixing and introgression events in the clam 

genus Corbicula that have hampered taxonomic species delimitation. 

Phylogenetic trees have suggested separate geographic origins for the invasive lineages, with 

form A/R originating in Japan, forms B and Rlc from the Asian mainland (China, Korea, Vietnam), and 

form C/S from a C. moltkiana-like ancestor from Indonesia, although the latter also clustered with other 

Corbicula lineages depending on the marker used (Siripattrawan et al. 2000, Park & Kim 2003, Lee et 

al. 2005, Hedtke et al. 2011, Pigneur et al., 2014). The allele sharing pattern observed in this study 

offers an alternative hypothesis. 

On one hand, the invasive C. sp. forms A/R, B, and Rlc shared extensively their exclusive 

alleles (i.e., alleles found in no other invasive lineage) with native populations, mainly in Japan and 

China but also in Korea, Thailand, the Philippines, and Madagascar (Fig. 4, Table S2). On the other 

hand, none of the exclusive alleles of form C/S were retrieved in these native samples. Form C/S shared 

exclusive alleles with nearly all studied individuals of C. fluminalis africana from South Africa, and 

with a few specimens from Vietnam (Fig. 4, Table S2), while no exclusive alleles of the other invasive 

forms were found in these populations. Moreover, the androgenetic individuals from the Vietnamese 

populations clustered separately, with the exception of two individuals that shared the amy-C4b allele 

with form C/S and C. fluminalis africana (Fig. 2, 4, S2). Given the extent of nuclear captures taking 

place between androgenetic Corbicula lineages, as highlighted in this study, it is impossible to 

disentangle the origin of the peculiar reproductive mode of androgenesis in Corbicula. Nevertheless, 

since the origins of the invasive lineages appear recent in comparison, we still observed a signal of 

distinct biogeographic origins. The allele sharing results obtained here suggest recent and at least three 

distinct biogeographic sources of androgenetic lineages within the genus Corbicula.  

First, a southeastern Asian source for the Vietnamese androgenetic Corbicula lineages that 

clustered separately from the other studied individuals (FFR1, Fig. 2, 3, S2). Their sharing of an α-

amylase allele with one individual of the Indonesian C. tobiae (which has unknown reproductive mode) 

is intriguing. Given the low number of individuals from Indonesia in the present study, the genetic 

relationships between Indonesian and Vietnamese clams are still unresolved. Corbicula populations 

from this geographic area need a more thorough study, especially since sexual Indonesian Corbicula 

lineages have been reported (Glaubrecht et al. 2006). The sharing of one amy allele (amy-C4b) between 

Vietnamese populations, form C/S, and C. fluminalis africana (Fig. 2, S2, Table S2, S3) is probably the 

consequence of a nuclear capture event during an invasion process, although these populations have not 

been reported to occur in sympatry. 

Second, the invasive form C/S showed a clear sharing pattern with the South African C. 

fluminalis africana individuals (whose reproductive mode could not be identified) (Fig. 3, 4). This 

would confirm a distinct biogeographic invasion source for Corbicula form C/S from Africa, the current 

native range of the species named C. fluminalis (Korniushin 2004). This putative African origin of form 
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C/S was already suggested by Pigneur et al. (2014) based on COI and 10 microsatellite markers. An 

alternative hypothesis would be the invasion of South Africa by form C/S and the subsequent 

establishment of an invasive population in this region. C. fluminalis africana would thus originate from 

the European form C/S rather than the opposite. Corbicula genus already occurred in Africa during 

Pleistocene (Meijer & Preece, 2000) and was still recorded in this continent approximately 50 years 

before its European invasion (Pilsbry & Bequaert, 1927). Historical data on Corbicula distribution in 

Africa are thus not in favor with that hypothesis but do not exclude it. The form C/S and/or C. fluminalis 

africana could also have originated from another unsampled population from the native range (“ghost 

population”).  ore attention should be given to this  frican population in future studies, with a more 

thorough sampling in the native range and identification of the reproductive mode of these lineages. 

Third, extensive allele sharing was observed between the Lake Biwa population in Japan, 

including the sexual C. sandai, and most freshwater Corbicula individuals studied here, including three 

out of the four invasive androgenetic lineages (forms A/R, B, and Rlc) (Fig. 3, 4). The alleles found in 

these three invasive forms are found in numerous native locations, including several Asian populations, 

Madagascar, and Hawaii, although the majority of them are found in Japan, including Lake Biwa. 

Because these alleles are identical across a wide geographic distribution of Corbicula, the shared history 

appears to be recent. Interestingly, within this cluster (FFR4), the population from Lake Biwa is 

particularly genetically diverse, with numerous private alleles, but also encompassing most alleles 

found in invasive lineages A/R, B, and Rlc (Table S2, S3). Our analysis therefore points to Japan as a 

hotspot and distinct biogeographic source of most invasive androgenetic Corbicula lineages, 

particularly Lake Biwa, where sexual C. sandai occurs (Houki et al., 2011). Repeated origins of asexual 

clones from a sexual relative have been observed in other taxa where sexual and asexual individuals 

co-occur (Simon et al., 2003; Bode et al., 2010; Neiman et al., 2010). Moreover, the studies of Komaru 

et al. (2012, 2013) found that androgenetic hermaphroditic individuals of C. leana shared 28S rDNA 

alleles with sexual C. sandai, both co-occurring in Lake Biwa. Nevertheless, we cannot argue that C. 

sandai itself is the direct ancestor of the studied androgenetic lineages as a number of morphological, 

cytological, and biological features (e.g. biflagellate vs. uniflagellate sperm, dioecy vs. 

hermaphroditism, non-brooding vs. brooding) distinguish it from androgenetic clams (Glaubrecht et al. 

2006; Obata et al. 2006). More research in Lake Biwa populations, using genome-wide markers, is 

required to i) confirm the recent biogeographic origin of invasive lineages suggested by the present 

work and ii) understand the older origin of androgenetic reproductive mode in Corbicula genus. 

 

Genetic mixing between invasive Corbicula lineages 

While the invasive form C/S found in Europe and South America may have a distinct 

biogeographic origin in Africa, the sharing of alleles between form C/S and form A/R (Fig. 4, Table 

S2) is probably the result of secondary nuclear captures when found in sympatry. Indeed, form C/S 

shared two alleles (28S-IA1 and ATPS-IA1) with the invasive form A/R. This suggests potential post-

introductory nuclear genetic exchanges between forms A/R and C/S when found in sympatry (e.g. Lee 

et al., 2005; Hedtke et al., 2008; Pigneur et al., 2011, 2014). 

Individuals from invasive form B shared alleles with form A/R (amy-IA1 and 2) and form Rlc 

(amy-IA3), the latter two also sharing two alleles with each other (28S-IA2 and 3). Allele sharing 

between form A/R and B (Fig. 4, Table S2) probably represents introgression events when found in 

sympatry, as observed by Hedtke et al. (2008). However, form B and form Rlc were almost never 

reported to occur in sympatry: form B is collected in America and form Rlc in Europe. These forms do, 

however, share a very similar COI haplotype, with only 1 SNP difference over 650 bp, suggesting a 

plausible common origin of these forms that later diverged when invading America and Europe. More 

recently, the FW1 COI haplotype from form B was found in Europe by Penarrubia et al. 2017. These 

authors considered forms   and Rlc as a unique form (“Rlc ”), hypothesi ing that alleles shared 

between these two forms could be due to a close ancestry. More research in the invasive range of 

Corbicula genus, using more sampling sites and genome-wide markers and/or cytology, would provide 

insights on the mechanism of hybridization between distinct lineages. 

Furthermore, a sampling of invasive Corbicula lineages in the Iberian Peninsula revealed many 

heterozygous individuals, with 28S alleles found in form A/R and either form Rlc or form C/S. In some 

cases, these heterozygotes were associated with the COI haplotype of a third lineage (Peñarrubia et al. 
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2017). Recently, in a man-made channel in Northern European Russia, all sampled Corbicula 

individuals belonged to two distinct invasive lineages apparently fixed for a mismatch between the 

mtDNA haplotype and morphotype. The first lineage belonged to morphotype Rlc associated with the 

FW5 haplotype of form A/R, while the second lineage had morphotype A/R associated with FW17 COI 

haplotype of form C/S (Bespalaya et al. 2018). Such cytonuclear mismatches, but also hybrids, have 

been retrieved in several locations in Europe where form A/R occurs in sympatry with another invasive 

form (C/S or Rlc) (Pigneur et al. 2014; Etoundi, pers. obs.). All these results highlight that nuclear 

genetic exchanges can occur between invasive Corbicula lineages when found in sympatry. In the 

present study, the two Corbicula individuals collected from the Waal River in Europe showed an 

intermediate phenotype between form A/R and form C/S (unpublished data) and contain alleles from 

both forms, although a majority was from form C/S, suggesting introgressions occurred after these 

lineages were introduced. A cytonuclear mismatch was also observed in Db25, carrying all nuclear 

alleles of form Rlc associated with the COI haplotype of form A/R (Fig. 2d, S2d, Table S2, S3). 

Previous studies on Corbicula that used phylogenetics to discriminate species observed 

cytonuclear discordances that confounded species delimitation (e.g., Hedtke et al. 2011). In contrast, 

the approach used here identified distinct lineages that were consistent across mitochondrial and nuclear 

markers. CoMa (nuclear) and KoT (mitochondrial) analyses both identified the clusters FF1 and FFR2. 

The two other FFRs, FFR3 and FFR4, were defined as clusters by the nuclear marker-based analysis 

only (Figure 2a-c), but as independent lineages according to the COI-based analysis (Figure 2d) even 

though individuals within FFR3 are located in the same part of the mitochondrial haplotype network, 

and individuals within FFR4 similarly share nodes with each other. Notably, the different invasive 

lineages (forms A/R, B and Rlc) were delimited as distinct lineages based on the haploid mitochondrial 

marker COI but were included within the same FFR because of massive sharing of nuclear alleles 

between invasive forms and especially with native lineages. Similarly, form C/S and C. fluminalis 

africana are considered distinct lineages based on COI but are included within the same FFR. The 

debate that remains now is how to delineate species within a genus where frequent introgression occurs 

between distinct lineages. We strongly recommend the continued use of both mitochondrial and nuclear 

markers in Corbicula when studying genetic relationships and when defining taxa. 

 

Introgressions between invasive and native Corbicula lineages 

The genetic diversity within the four studied androgenetic Corbicula lineages in the invaded 

range in Europe and America is very low (reviewed in Pigneur et al., 2012), while androgenetic 

Corbicula lineages found in the native range, particularly Asia, are both genetically and 

morphologically diverse (e.g. Glaubrecht et al., 2003; Hedtke et al., 2011; Pigneur et al., 2014; Table 

S2), possibly due to multiple origins from sexual species or multiple introgression events when 

occurring in sympatry. Interestingly, the most widespread alleles (e.g.: 28S-IA3, 28S-AB11a, amy-

Db22a, ATPS-AB11a) shared between lineages and populations from FFR4 belong to the invasive 

forms A/R, B, and Rlc and are also shared with Corbicula from Japan, China, Madagascar, and Hawaii. 

Two hypotheses could explain this pattern: (i) these widespread alleles represent shared ancestral alleles 

present in the native range before the invasion of other Asian countries, America, and Europe; or (ii) 

these alleles are signatures of nuclear genetic exchanges in contact zones, or both. 

A surprisingly higher rate of homozygosity was observed at the ATPS locus compared to the 

28S and amy markers, even in populations that are genetically diverse, such as Lake Biwa. Moreover, 

we were not able to amplify sequences from the C. sandai population and a few others (Table S2), 

suggesting that there could be mutations in the primer binding sites that prevented amplification (i.e., 

null alleles), which would result in an apparent homozygosity. However, at the other two loci (amy and 

28S), both invasive and native androgenetic Corbicula individuals are mostly heterozygotes (also 

confirmed by Hedtke et al., 2011; Pigneur et al., 2014; Peñarrubia et al. 2017). One explanation for this 

observation might be the “ eselson effect”, in which allelic diversity evolves over time in the absence 

of recombination (Judson & Normark 1996; Birky 1996). However, this divergence would probably 

impact all alleles in a lineage and would therefore degrade the signal of shared alleles among lineages 

(Hedtke et al. 2011); we observe instead that identical sequences are shared across sexual and 

androgenetic lineages. A more plausible explanation for this high heterozygosity is the occurrence of 

nuclear captures between different lineages. Polyploidy is found across androgenetic Corbicula 
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populations (Okamoto & Arimoto 1986, Qiu et al. 2001, Ishibashi et al. 2003, Komaru et al. 2006; 

Hedtke et al. 2008), and up to four different alleles per individual were observed in some populations 

(Table S2). Egg parasitism by one androgenetic Corbicula lineage of a distinct lineage could be 

accompanied not only by the capture of maternal mitochondrial DNA but also of nuclear DNA, 

increasing the ploidy and the genetic diversity of hybrids (Figure 1) (Hedtke et al. 2011, Peñarrubia et 

al. 2017, Bespalaya et al. 2018). We hypothesize that the independent androgenetic Corbicula lineages 

confirmed here originated after hybridization from partial nuclear capture following egg parasitism. 

These nuclear genetic capture events between lineages, which occurs because these asexual organisms 

have retained sexual features such as fertilization (Figure 1), might facilitate the evolution and 

maintenance of genetic diversity through enhanced heterozygosity, with alleles from different genetic 

lineages being brought together within one individual. This hybridization can occur where distinct 

androgenetic species co-occur, but also in populations where sexuals and asexuals are found in 

sympatry (such as Lake Biwa in Japan). 

The consequences of androgenetic egg parasitism for chromosome organization, and thus the 

extent of allele capture, are still unclear in Corbicula. Nuclear captures between individual clams have 

been observed to cause the retention of a complete haploid maternal genome, i.e. one copy of each 

chromosome from the mother combined with the diploid or triploid paternal genome (Figure 1b; 

Komaru et al. 2006). However, in the present study, results from three nuclear loci were not completely 

consistent with each other, as they led to the description of different allelic pools (Figures 2a, b, and c). 

This might be explained by non-uniform nuclear capture, with only one or some chromosomes retained 

from the mother and others discarded during meiosis. Such non-uniform nuclear captures would result 

in aneuploidy (imbalanced chromosome numbers), but research on Corbicula karyotypes have only 

reported balanced chromosome numbers (two, three, or four copies for all chromosomes, see Okamoto 

& Arimoto 1986; Komaru et al., 1997; Park et al., 2000; Qiu et al., 2001, Skuza et al. 2009). Another 

explanation for the incongruent nuclear allele pools between markers would be the occurrence of 

crossing-over and recombination during gamete (i.e., sperm) production. Nuclear captures were 

detected between distinct lineages (namely hybridization), but probably also occurs within a lineage, in 

which case it would be harder to detect. The frequency of this process could thus be underestimated in 

Corbicula. Further research exploring chromosome diversity and gamete production is needed to 

disentangle the mechanism of nuclear captures in Corbicula. This could also shed light on other 

systems, as androgenesis is associated with peculiarities such as hybridization and/or polyploidy and in 

some systems the occurrence of closely related sexual species, not only within the genus Corbicula but 

also in very distinct organisms (e.g., stick-insects Clonopsis and Pijnackeria genera, Milani et al. 2016, 

2020). 

Data accessibility 

Raw chromatograms including original base call and manual corrections (following the procedure 

described in Supplemental information 2) for the four marker datasets can be accessed on a Zenodo deposit: 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6302862  
For more information, please contact the corresponding authors. 
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Supplementary material 

All following supplementary materials can be accessed as appendix to the main manuscript at: 

https://doi.org/10.1101/590836  

Supplemental information 1: PCR conditions for all markers used in this study. 

Supplemental information 2: details on phasing resolution method on triploid individuals. 

Figure S1: Schematic description of the haploweb method. 

Figure S2: Haplotype webs (haplowebs, see Fig. S1) based on nuclear sequence alignments and 

haplotype network (haplonet) based on mitochondrial sequence data. The circle size is proportional to 

the frequency of the represented alleles/haplotypes. The number of mutation steps inferred by the 

median-joining algorithm is displayed on the lines connecting the haplotypes. For each marker, [top] 

alleles on the graph are colored by their nuclear field for recombination (FFR) delimitation (Figure 3) 

and [bottom] alleles on the identical graph are colored by delimitation based on KoT analysis of the 

mitochondrial data (Table S5). For haplowebs, the curves connecting each pair of alleles co-occurring 

in heterozygous individuals are drawn (width proportional to the number of individuals in which the 

two alleles co-occur), and non-exclusive invasive alleles are numbered from 1 to maximum 3. The name 

and origin of each Corbicula lineage or allele follows the nomenclature of Table S3. a) 28S haploweb 

(n = 266), b) alpha-amylase haploweb (n = 237), c) ATPS haploweb (n = 248), d) COI haplonet (n = 

251). 

Table S1: GenBank accession numbers of all Corbicula haplotypes used in this study. The haplotype 

designations refer to Table S2 for further information. 

Table S2: List of the 359 individuals collected for the present study and genetic results obtained. The 

color code corresponds to the four invasive lineages: exclusive alleles retrieved from C. sp. form A/R 
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are in red, these from C. sp. form B are in blue, these from C. sp. form C/S are in orange and these from 

C. sp. form Rlc are in green. Non-exclusive invasive alleles are in purple. Shared allele from one 

idiotype to another are in bold. 

Table S3: List of the 141 individuals for which all markers are available and genetic results obtained, 

using the same representation as Table S2. 

Table S4: KoT results on COI marker for the complete dataset (n=359). A group number is assigned 

to each individual as in KoT output (n=251). This clusterisation was inferred for individual with no 

COI available but belonging to the same populations. In case of ambiguity, the COI was not inferred, 

these individuals are labelled in black. The 12 corresponding colors were applied on haplowebs (Figure 

S2). 

Table S5: KoT results on COI marker for the filtered dataset (n=141). A group number is assigned to 

each individual as in KoT output. The 8 corresponding colors were applied on haplowebs (Figure 2). 
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